Social Committee Meeting – 07.05.2021
Attendance: SS (Social Chair), SWC (President), MP (VP), EW, AG, SB, DM,
NE, HR, LH, LJ, CA, SU, IE, MO, EG, LE (Summer ball manager), MW
(FCO)
Apologies: EP, NG
Absent: EM (Formals Manager)
Location: Zoom

Social comm social
SS
3rd of June, 8pm. Be there or be square. Will obviously be following COVID
restrictions.

Updates for Cuth’s Day
LJ
tribute act: Britney booked, spice girls contract to be approved. Basically, picked all
the acts we want. Inflatables will be booked. Food: Fish and chips or burger.
MW

Fish and chips at day, burger later

LJ

True. Do we want rock candy?

LH

Could this be a chocking hazard?
LH is mocked for this comment

SS

‘I am the risk assessment’

MW

We could hand sweets out w/ t shirts

LJ
Sex on the beach will be served as a cocktail, there will be a pimms stand – T shirt
designs have been sent to CA – design is basically palm tree with tiger
MP
Please get the shirt design to me ASAP. Preferably by the 23rd, definitely by the end
of May

Food
SB
I’ve been in contact with Churros and burgers and fries trucks. Have to see which is
better. Need to finalise. Ice cream van. Pizza guy? Would that be good.
MW

Find a vegan one.

SS

‘bean social’
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EW The Pancake guy hasn’t got back to me, but I’ve got burger quotes for various
scenarios.

Beach Hut Stage
SS

For the highlights people, they have a beach hut thing – can be a mini stage

MP
*Reminiscing about playing at the smallest shittiest substage at June ball 2 years ago*
I think side stages can be problematic for both performers and audiences.
SS
Beach hut could be a place to chill. We will have to sort the sand. Incoming exec can
sort it. It would be in house 13 garden – its on top of a tarpaulin
SWC Can we have a sandpit?
SS

*complex sand plan on the next day*

SWC Has her concerns about the sand plan

MW updates her profile pic mid meeting – didn’t realise we were boring her

MW

Max 4 vans in the Wendy garden really. Need to decide how much to pre-pay.

SS

How is site map LH?

LH

It’s going well. Will have it by Sunday

SS

Decorations (see last meeting) – starting to think about what decs we want.

LJ

A lot of obvious things – deckchairs (bar staff to clean?) – I think that would be nice.

SS

Blue and white awnings?

LJ

Beachy stuff on the drinks. Hawaiian type stands Tiki huts. Could be cute.

SS

LJ should make a Pinterest group w/decoration team

LJ

We could do driftwood signs – obvious stuff like hammocks and paddling pools.

Silent Disco Playlists
SS

Silent disco playlist?

SWC I am actually going to be working, so I might not be able to DJ the entire time. I will
create a playlist with a friend
IE on Charts
S ‘I do not stick to the divides’ WC – Cheese
MP indie/HotGirlSummer
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Playlists should be best part of 3 hours

NE

Found 4 photographers for cuth’s day – 2 of them will do summer ball if needed.

MW

Reminds everyone to put their Cuth’s Day profile picks up

Summer Ball
LE is summer ball manager
LE

Theme is fly me to the moon.
*Shares screen to show this mood board*

Various inspirations. Very star heavy, blue uplighting, navy sashes. Fairy lights in glass jars.
Flying saucers, pick n mix stuff in tin cans or jars – currently unsure how to package snacks
SS

Remember this must be ready for 1000 people

SU

Drawstring bags for stars? Cellophane bags?

LE
I want a big moon and the CUTHS lights. For smaller decorations need star lanterns
and tapestries from amazon. Lots of fairy lights etc. LED balloons, drapes. Could get strings
of stars off amazon.
SS

like a bead door but stars. Production should be able to do this.
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LE
for large ents a zoom with laser tag – EG to sort. Apparently has happened at cuth’s
day before. Tarot card readers. Space hoppers? Quite cheap/ would people use them? Don’t
know where they’d hop.
SS
We should do a dance machine. Could anyone look into a Dance Dance Revolution
thing
EW will
LE

SS said photographers are sorted – can we get a videographer.

SS

Derwent might have said what videographer they are using – ‘boogie night’

LE

Can we organise a photobooth?

MW

AR ents will sort that and find a theme.

LE

Star glasses. Would be fun to have on tables.

CA

Mooncakes? A thing to eat?

SS
If we get fortune cookies they have to be positive. *Tells an anecdote about her being
nasty to people and telling them they were going to die through fortunes at 6th form “to keep
it realistic”*
LE

For food, I would like a pick n’ mix. Pizza vans go down well.

SS

Doesn’t have to be too big or too on theme.

LE

For music need to go through a list

SS
DJ)

People struggle to fill out a form. Need a DJ too. Could we get VimSpace (A Cuth’s

LE

Getting cuth’s people is a risky thing.

SS

Would he really want to not enjoy himself?

LE
There was a really good girl who auditioned, for singing fly me to the moon etc.
during dinner (MG)
SS
Tech said just a singer and keyboard is easy during the big meal, a band is much
harder
LE to look into DJs.
MW

We do have a lot of time due to restrictions
LJ offers to help, but she will focus on cuth’s day.

SS

Prioritise your mental health and work well.
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